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Contours of presentation

• Serenading chemistry - an omnipresent science

• Chemical science - art & craft of molecular creation

• The past as present and future – refreshing chemistry

• Glimpsing the horizon – chemistry as sustainability science

Disclaimer: 
If you find this presentation

provocative, think a bit more

and responsibly for our future.



Chemistry is in everything and everything is in it, 

it is the basis of life, without it we wouldn't exist.

“Chemistry Embraced by All”
S.A. Matlin, G. Mehta, H. Hopf, Science, 2015, 347, 1179





The evolving perception of chemistry

Resource stressed planet “Sustainability Science”

S. A. Matlin, G. Mehta, H. Hopf, A. Krief. Nature Chemistry 2015, 7(12), 941-943

Value added  products 

from almost anything 

and everything “Utility science”

Molecular understanding 

of life processes and 

chemical matter

“Core Science”

“Integrative Science”Interdisciplinarity in forefront

19th Century

21st Century







Molecular level view of 
everything and molecular 

creation is central to chemistry



1080 to 10200 unique chemical structures possible

That is not far from infinity; impractical?

…and there is not enough mass in the Universe ! 

Chemistry is also the science of the possible

CAS Registry’s 100 Millionth entry

June 2015

• Are they not enough?

• How many are useful?

• How to enhance utility rate?

• How many more required?

A galloping pace..
125 M in CA Registry, Dec. 2016; 

many millions buried in patents; 

best estimate ~ 0.5 billion NME’s

Sizing the molecular cosmos



Scope relevant chemical space

Make only what is needed for human advancement and well-being;

in risk free, non-hazardous way with minimal environmental footprint.

Mantra to remember…

Chemists are not merely molecular ‘cooks’



• Is there an erosion of its sheen and appeal?

• Can it deliver and survive in the business as usual mode?

• Does our science need re-invention and repositioning?

Is chemistry at the cross roads?

Let chemistry not recede to be a service science - a scientific equivalent 

of Latin - something you learn before you learn something else.”

As a mature discipline, chemistry seems to have plateaued

and trudges along as an incremental science without

articulating big ambitions or addressing global challenges?



Chemistry needs re-invention and repositioning



Chemists must ponder ways to re-energize and refresh the discipline to 

render it ‘fit-for-purpose’ to meet the challenges of the 21st century

Chemistry will be the key enabler for providing clean 

energy, water, food, healthcare, shelter to worlds billions

To deliver on it, chemistry needs……



Retuning attitudes and mind-set

• Big picture: Identify mega challenges  that capture public imagination,

e.g. LIGO or CERN or Human Genome (from read out to writing?)……

• Collaborate, collaborate, collaborate; forge large networks-

Across disciplines and geographies (PACN-RSC, FACS, EuChemMS?)

• Resist the ‘rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic’ affliction,

Beyond one’s methodology, process, technique, reaction, catalyst, algorithm….

Su
Id

New symbols - Beyond the Periodic Table……



New opportunities, challenges and promises to keep;

Chemistry can!



Opportunities……on path to sustainability

Chemistry

Human health

• Drug discovery

• Wellbeing

Advanced materials

• Intelligent &  functional

• Sensing and imaging

• Enhancing life-style…

Energy and environment

• Innovations in crops

• Nutritional security

• Crop protection

Sustainable agriculture

• Sustainable energy

• Carbon fixation…
Over 2,000- 20,000 

diseases are known, A 

majority are incurable!



Sustainable Energy and Environment

Powering the planet: Sun pours more

energy on to the earth’s surface in an

hour than the planet uses in a year!

• Solar - PV, Solar-thermal
• Renewable - Biomass
• Water Splitting – H2

• CO2 fixation & recycling
• CO2 sequestration









Catalytic up-gradation of bio-derived feed stocks 

while minimizing the loss of carbon and the 

generation of by-products, particularly CO2.

Hexoses from biomass Platform  chemicals

Review: Dean Toste et al. Chem 2016,1, 32. 

Challenge: 









Towards carbon dioxide fixation



Chemisty for human health and well-being



Human health & wellbeing

From Chloroquine to Artemisinin

Mortality rate of 1.2 million per year

Eradicating malaria?
Fight against tuberculosis 

Ethambutol

Rifampicin

PyrazinamideIsoniazid Badaquiline

MDR -TB

Drugs for emerging and resistant diseases, modulation of

cognitive functions and interpersonal behavior……..

On average antibiotics add 20 years to each person’s life



Human health & wellbeing

Drugs for emerging and resistant diseases, modulation of

cognitive functions and interpersonal behavior……..

On average antibiotics add 20 years to each person’s life

Anti-AIDS Cocktail

AZT Darunavir

Battling ‘avian flu’

Oseltamivir Zamamivir Peramivir

Impressive responses to recent pandemics like Zica and Ebola





A collage of smart, intelligent materials









Chemistry will be the ‘fundamental science’ in 

quest for sustainability in the 21st Century



S. A. Matlin, G. Mehta, H. Hopf and A. Krief, Nature Chemistry, 2016, 8, 393

S. A. Matlin, G. Mehta, H. Hopf, A. Krief. Nature Chemistry 2015, 7(12), 941

S.A. Matlin, G. Mehta, H. Hopf, Science, 2015, 347, 1179

www.oneworldchemistry.org

• Recognize the role of chemistry in inventing a sustainable future.

• Harness the omnipresence of chemistry as science for everybody.

• Adopt the concept of ‘one-world chemistry and systems thinking’   

• Reposition from ‘being a science’ to ‘being a science for the benefit of society’

A. Palermo. ‘The future of chemical Sciences’ Royal Society of Chemistry Report. 2016

Concluding thoughts




